**SuperneT U-Portable**

The U-Portable is designed for the rapid set-up of a highly transportable IP-based integrated communication system that enables cross-agencies operations and collaboration. It is ideal for use when communication infrastructure is limited or unavailable. It deploys an Integrated Despatch Console or Application for easy configuration and access to functions and services through a single platform.

**Key Benefits**
- Portable
- Compact
- Quick deployable

**Applications**
- Field operations
- Ad hoc set-up (e.g. SUV vehicles)

---

**SuperneT U-Vehicle**

The U-Vehicle is an integrated in-vehicle communication, control, monitoring and resource management system designed for fast response cars. Its Integrated Vehicular Controller enables first responders and patrol officers to manage various in-vehicle systems, resources and electronics more effectively and efficiently.

**Key Benefits**
- Integrated in-vehicle system
- Enhance operational effectiveness and efficiency
- Fast response

**Applications**
- First responders and emergency response vehicles
- Police cars, ambulances and fire engines

---

**SuperneT U-Mobile**

The U-Mobile is an IP-based mobile communication system that provides ad hoc emergency operation centres for critical planning and interoperable communications essential to public safety agencies during emergency rescue situations.

**Key Benefits**
- Multi-communication services
- Highly mobile
- Suitable for all-weather conditions

**Applications**
- Mobile command and control centres
- Command post vehicles

---

**SuperneT U-Centre**

The U-Centre is an IP-based integrated communication system that brings together a complete suite of communication services through a single Integrated Operator Console for easy access.

**Key Benefits**
- Full suite of multi-communication services
- High availability
- Ease of enhancement

**Applications**
- Static command centres
- Large-scale events

---

**About ST Electronics (Info-Comm Systems)**

ST Electronics (Info-Comm Systems) Pte. Ltd. is a leading solutions provider for intelligent transportation, public safety & security, smart ICT (Information Communications Technologies), cybersecurity and defence systems. We have developed innovative products for these core business areas with patents granted for some of the technologies deployed in these products. We adopt the latest technologies in our solutions and build partnerships with our clients to deliver innovative and value-added solutions.
The SuperneT Unified Communication Suite (UCS) offers a comprehensive range of integrated communication solutions in four configurations to suit different operational requirements. Its highly scalable and modular design offers easy integration with existing communication systems.